A package enabling creation and modifications in parameterized exercise templates is reported in 'Exercise templates with Sage'. Assuming user knowledge of L A T E X and of elementary Python skills, basic undergraduate mathematical exercises can be easily personalized and distributed in a wide variety of formats.
A fresh view on teaching mathematics to engineering students is the subject of 'Experiences in using Sage to integrate good study habits and problem solving techniques in Engineering Mathematics'. An informal discussion about using technology (and Sage specifically) is carried on and illustrated through a detailed example.
The paper 'Experimental evidence for Maeda's conjecture on modular forms' significantly extends the computational verification of this conjecture. Combining a known technique with a randomized search algorithm, the authors make a valuable contribution to the experimental evidence supporting the conjecture.
Algorithms and the corresponding Sage code for plotting attraction basins are the main subject of 'Plotting basins of end points of rational maps with Sage'. As the authors state, enriching the public domain with a tool as the one here reported will enhance free access to mathematics.
In 'Numerical methods with Sage' the role of Sage as an integrated Python-based environment is emphasized. By selecting some case studies, teaching examples using Sage in the field of numerical analysis are discussed. Special attention is paid to teaching possibilities of the integration of specific numerical libraries under the framework of Sage.
Finally, the paper 'Multilingual Sage' describes an approach to multilingual mathematics. The authors study the problem of producing natural language interfaces to CAS, and introduce such an interface to Sage, gfsage. Details and examples of gfsage are also provided.
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